
WORKSHEET

Standard Competence

4. Using set concept and Venn diagram in problem solving

Basic Competence

4.1   Understanding the term of set and set notation and also serving set.

Learning Objectives

1. Students understand the term of set.

2. Students are able to mention element and non element of set.

3. Students are able to mention the number element of set.

4. Students are able to use notation of set.

5. Students are able state set in words, tabulation and notation.

Learning Materials: Set, Notation of set

Name : 1. ……………………………………… Grade : …………………………………
2. ………………………………………
3. ………………………………………
4. ………………………………………
5. ………………………………………



Activity 1

1. Now, observe the situation in your class. Collecting the data that you can find in your 

class! (minimum 3)

Example:  collection of students who are wear glasses, collection of photo in your 

class, etc.

2. Consider the collection that you have formed. How many numbers of each 

collection?

3. Compare the data that have been formed with another group. Are there any 

different data? Are those data can be included on your collection? If it cannot, why?

4. The symbol “∈” is used to express element of collection and “∈ ” is used to express 

not element of collection. Use that symbol to make a list of collection in question 

number 2!



5. Consider P is collection of names of months starting with J. which are correct ones?

a. January  ∈ P d. July ∈ P

b. February ∈ 	P e. August ∈ P

c. March ∈ P f. September ∈ P

6. Consider the collection of prime number less than 30 is Z. How many numbers the 
element of Z?



Activity 2

1. Express the following sets in a words

a. A = {6, 12, 18, 24, …}

b. X = {a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h}

c. O = {5, 10, 15, 20, …}

d. J = { 1, 8, 27, 64, …} 

INFORMATION

You have learned that set is the collection of something. It can be stated in the 

form of: {…}. Example {Sriwijaya FC players}, {primes less than twenty}, etc. that 

way is called expressing sets in words.

Then it can be written P = {Sriwijaya FC players} or A = {primes less than 

twenty}. If all members of A are written consecutively enclosed by a pair of 

curly brackets, each two members are separated by comma {“,”} and we get

A = {2,3,5,7,11,13,17}. This way is called the roster way. 

Or another way with forming notation such as

A = {x/x primes number less than 10}, or A = {x l x < 20, x prime}.



2. Express the following sets by roster way!

a. B = Set of the six natural numbers

b. C = Set of factors 60

c. D = Set of the first five square number 

d. O = Set of teachers who teach science subject in your school

3. Express the following sets with set forming notation.

a. K  = set of natural numbers between 2 and 10

b. L = {10, 11, 12, ….}

c. M = set of whole numbers not greater than 50

d. N = {….,-1, 0, 1, 2, 3}


